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JUMP SHIP    

I've got a chain on my mind and it's slowly sinking in 
It’s no surprise when the rust divides and you’re left in your own skin  
There's never a lack of reason to go on and get your life  
You finally found it and you’re trying to drown it and your staying one step behind 

Look into the sky she's gonna answer with a smile you gotta   

Jump ship, you never get caught up in the bullshit 
Take a breath and give it back in a closed fist 
Do what you gotta do without being so sorry for it 

Get in line with all your kind you’re easier to label 
Letting scraps fall off your back and underneath the table 
I'm gonna drain out my mind and spill it on the floor  
It's not a place where saving grace is headed for the door 

Look into the sky she's gonna answer with a smile you gotta   

Jump ship... 

See it on the TV 
Smoking dirty ashes  
Put it in a test tube  
Feed it to the masses  

30 FOOT WAVE  

Watch it come up, shut yourself down  
Put you in a place where you can't get out 
Won't stop those voices in your head 

Thirty foot wave full of mistakes, hits you in the mouth so you can't replace 
Those screaming voices in your head 

I really need the drug 
I want to feel enough  
I can't find it 



If I do nothing than its all that I've got  
Checking out checking in, fill it up and back again until it gets me home. 

Brighter than white, darker than wrong 
Push me pull me all night long 
Gonna lay these voices down to rest 

I feel it, Oh I feel 

I really need the drug... 

WALL  

Take your time 
Read the room 
Underneath walls that spin  
Everything's a reason when your bleeding from the outside in 

Melting Down  
Folding up 
You've got all your detours planned and researched  
Spin it like an anchor would, you’re such a bucket full of shit...shit...shit 

Fall on top of me you don't want to be backed against the wall  
Everything that you say you never do, God it's not that hard 
Right in front of me punk-ass wanna be thinks he knows it all 

I see you holding out 
I see you holding in 
I see you try to fill those holes but they’re gonna leak again 

Fall on top of me... 

MIXED RACE INDIANA MARRIAGE 

From the sky they fell down 
Stuck right into the ground  
Between the speed and the way that the world tuned out 

If you promise not to tell  



About the MRIM and its hell  
As the blood pressure rises and the top line prizes are coming right back to you 

It's the best show in town  
Watch ‘em lay their money on down 
On a fight in the night to a sold out crowd  

It’s trouble, here we go again  
They're lining up behind all the sticky plastic signs between the trinkets and the 
lighters it's true 
It’s trouble, fill it till it spins 
Like a wanted poster sign ‘cause there's one of every kind between the liquor and the 
lies it's true 
There’s a whole lot of trouble on you 

She calls him out by name, said the thing you know she always wanted to say 
About the horse and the miscarriage and the mixed race Indiana marriage 

The king fell down, the queen picked up his crown 
Perfect purple velvet’s on the house 
The barefoot child playing tic-tac-toe on the tile, 
And  “Dave The Rave” had to have his way so he played his ex in style.  

There’s a whole lot of trouble on you 

THE OCEAN’S DEAD  

The ocean’s dead,  I can see the things that you force inside my head, I won't 
Start again, with broken fangs it's harder to pretend 

If you think your gonna watch me bleed 
It's gonna be a long time coming you can wait for me 
If you think your gonna let me know  
How it feels to be left in the cold 

Burn the rules 
Gasoline and a match for the ship of fools 
I wont light the way, I am not the same as you and your mistakes 

If you think your gonna watch me,please  



It's gonna be a long time coming you can wait for me 
If you hang around long enough   
They’ll find your bones like sleeping rust 

If you think your gonna watch me bleed... 

I've got a long lonely feeling inside me like I'm never gonna find my way 
I was living out of touch, just a little too much and I bet that you could say the same 
It took me six long years to stand right here and look you in the face 
Now I'm running and running and running and running around like I never saw you in 
the first place 

If you think your gonna watch me bleed... 

WITNESS  

I'm tired of all the smoke and I’m tired of all the shouting I’m tired of everything I'm not  
I came to raise a rug and I came to raise a point and it's standing there in black and 
white 

There's a billboard in the way saying only 
Jesus saves if you want it baby come on down 
Sleeping in the gutter served like toast and butter  
Watch ‘em shake and shimmy now, well it's the reason 

I am in this hung high and dry  
I am witness to novocaine and lies  

Are you feeling  
Right now  
Is it breathing 
Down your neck and out 

It's started with your brother one thing led to another the can of worms is dripping 
now 
It started from the top and the bomb’s about to drop and I hope you've got your life 
tied down 

There’s a billboard... 



I am in this... 

Are you feeling... 
  
I tried not to notice that it’s black and white you know I tried not to feed it everything 
in sight 
You know I tried not to fight it every single day but try but I try but I try  

Are you feeling...  

RAT 

Woke up in the rain to a ceiling the same, if I'm here in one year I've got no one to 
blame 
Wishing well turning red, 10 miles out of my head 
I've been screaming so loud it's been waking the dead 

Worn out feelings 
Gone, erased 
I’d rather have an empty bag than one that’s filled with hate 
Keep your eyes fixed on where they belong 

How the fuck do all these people wrap their heads around this faith 
Licking up the second serving as it’s dripping off your face 
I've waited through a lifetime and I'll wait a life again 
I'd see it through without you until the bitter end 

There's a rat in the air, and he's standing right there 
He don't know that I know the truth in his stare 
He's lured you in, but there's no way he’ll win, holding your breath till it's clean off your 
skin 

Worn out feelings... 

How the fuck... 

I waited for a lifetime in this city, I waited for a life, its true 
I waited for a lifetime, it ain’t pretty, I waited for someone like you 
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